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ABSTRACT 

Computations of cloud-motion vectors over the area of the 

GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) A/B-scale ship network 

on a specified time were performed independently by the University of 

Wisconsin using its Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System 

(McIDAS) and by the University of Chicago through its METeorologist

TRAcking-COMputer (METRACOM) Interactive System. 

It was intended to assess the results of these techniques using 

picture images with identical image subpoint resolution and time-interval 

frequency. However, McIDAS utilized the finest-resolution and shortest

interval film images with processing done on original digitized data, 

while METRACOM used the larger-resolution and longer-interval 

pictures only available then. Results showed that picture resolUtion ' . 

and time -interval factors are very important. 

Fine-resolution ungridded pictures were subsequently obtained 

from the National Climatic Center. In evaluating the data, it was 

observed that picture skewness of irregular magnitudes characterized 

the series. Finding no way to correct it, and inasmuch as the 
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METRACOM technique uses high-quality, dimension-controlled pictures 

as input, it was considered inappropriate to compare the two methods. 

Nevertheless, the results of the analyses are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the scientific objectives of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment 

(GATE) during the period June through September, 1974, although not within the Central 

Program, was "the provision of data. for intercomparison between satellite and con

ventional observations" (Houghton and Parker, 1974). The enhanced tropical data net

work available in this period provided a unique opportunity to attain this objective. 

The data-gathering resources of the participating international scientific community 

consisted mainly of observations from GATE ships and aircraft, World Weather Watch 

land stations and meteorological satellites. Of the types of satellites employed, quite 

an important aspect has been contributed by the first Synchronous Meteorological 

Satellite (SMS-1) from which, in areas where clouds are present, cloud motions can 

be computed at frequent intervals in the determination of the upper winds. Throughout 

GATE the SMS- 1 geostationary spacecraft was positioned at approximately 45 °W over 

the equator. hnaging was accomplished by a visible and infrared spin scan radiometer 

(VISSR), sensitive to both visible and infrared portions of the spectrum (ISMG Group, 

1975). Of significance is the fact that, f.on .the .firsttime, a o.s~nautical-mile range 

resolution (nmr) on the earth's surface at the subsatellite point is obtained by the 

visible channel. 

It was, therefore, considered timely to assess the results of the computations 

of cloud-motion vectors using the Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System 

(McIDAS) developed at the University of Wisconsin (Martin, 1974) and the METeorologist

TRAcking-COMputer (METRACOM) Interactive System devised by the University of 

Chicago. Picture images with identical image subpoint resolution and time-interval 

frequency were intended to be used in both analyses over a common area in the GATE 

network and on a specified time. Hence, if the test results would be satisfactory and 

meet the requirements of GATE, it could then become possible for numerous analyses 

to be accomplished and more wind sets derived by the combined outputs of the two 

methods than if it were done by only one. 
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Considering such factors as density of the wind-observing network, cloud popula

tion, picture alignment accuracies, picture quality and availability, it was decided to 

jointly and independently track an area within the GA TE A/B-scale ship network, 

bounded by 4 °and 13°N and 18 ° and 29°W, at a centered time of 1500 GMT (Z) on 

10 September 1974, one of the five days in GATE where 15-minute interval pictures 

were taken by SMS-1. 

ME1HODS AND DA TA AVAILABILITY 

The cloud tracking system of McIDAS utilizes an image storage, display and 

processing system where the data is archived, accessed, video displayed, computer 

controlled and process ed. All processing is done on original digital data. Tracking is 

performed on visible images using manually controlled cursor (pixel tracking) as it 

follows a tracer cloud from one picture displayed on the TV screen to the next. Together 

with a set of physical parameters determined by the orbital configuration of the satellite 

at the particular ti.me, a computer program generates transformations from image 

coordinates to earth coordinates and vice versa. For more details and a'.complete 

description~of McIDAS, refer to Suomi (1975), Chatters and Suomi (1975) and Smith 

(1975). 

The cloud computation scheme of METRACOM consists initially of tracking a 

tracer cloud from a movie loop composed of a set of pictures in the visible channel 

projected onto an opaque working surface. The initial and terminal points of each cloud 

vector thus traced is transformed into Cartesian coordinates through a digitizer facility. 

These coordinate points automatically become input data to a computer program, which, 

together with other satellite orbital parameters and correction factors, outputs cloud 

vector location (geographical latitude and longitude of the beginning and end points) and 

velocity (azimuth and speed). A complete discussion of METRACOM is found in 

Chang et al. (1973). 

McIDAS processed from its archive the original digital data for the O. 5 nmr 

image taken at.15-minute intervals using a three-picture sequence beginning at 1445 Z, 

a time period of one-half hour. Cloud motion computations were derived from that 



source. Figure 1 shows a sample photograph , reduced from 25 x 23 cm original size, 

of the O. 5 nmr visible channel picture at 1500 Z, 10 September 1974 (Day 253) over the 

GATE A/B area. The west coast of Africa with Dakar at the westernmost tip is seen 

at the upper-right section. The center of the A/ B-scale ship array is located approxi

mately at the lower third of the picture but otherwise centered in the east-west orienta

tion. Meanwhile, efforts had been unsuccessful in obtaining O. 5 nmr visible pictures 

for the METRACOM analysis . As the only alternative, it was necessary to utilize the 

2. 0 nmr full-disk, 30-minute interval visible pictures for computing cloud motions 

while waiting for availability of the O. 5 nmr film images. A series of three pictures 

was used beginning at 1430 Z; the period covered one hour. 

Fig . 1. A 0.5 nmr v isible channe l picture a t l SOOZ , 
10 Sept . 1974 over t h e GATE A/B a r ea . Dakar is at the 
protruding tip of the West Af r i can coast. 

Figure 2 is a 2. 0 nmr full - disk visible picture at 1500 Z on 10 September 1974 

(Day 253), reduced from 25 x 18 cm original size. Without degrading picture quality , 

a movie loop was prepared from the zoom area shown as the larges t rectangle (A). 

Cloud tracking was consequently confined therein. For comparison purposes , the next 

smaller rectangle (B) best approximates the area coverage of the corresponding O. 5 innr 



visible picture (see Fig. 1). The smallest rectangle or square (C) indicates the common 

area of analysis by the McIDAS and METRACOM techniques. 

t 15:00 253:74 01-A-2 0025 1911 WDS 2MI 7A2 CH2 

Fig . 2. A 2.0 nrnr full-disk visible channel pic
ture at 1500Z, 10 Sept . 19740 Rec tangle B corre s
ponds to Fig . 1. 

Figure 3 shows the overall area of the METRACOM analysis . This corresponds 

to region A in Fig. 2. The rectangular shaded portion enclosing the imaginary outer 

hexagon of the A/B-scale ships is the region analyzed by the McIDAS system; hence, 

the common analysis area. It is also the region C in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 3, 

are the locations of the GATE ships and participating land stations indicating available 

wind observations at various levels which were utilized in the comparison with the 

subjectively assigned levels of the cloud-motion vectors. 

A more coherent cloud-motion pattern is presented if at least two levels , one 

for the lower (Fig. 4) and one for the upper troposphere cloud (Fig. 5) are drawn 

separately for the area of the METRACOM analysis averaged for the period 1430-1530 Z 

for 10 September 1974. Wind speeds are in knots. Interpolated 1500 Z winds from 

observations at 1200 Z and 1800 Z are plotted as applicable. Two levels of wind are 
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Fig. 3. GATE 
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ships and land stations indicating 
observations at 1200Z and/or 1800Z, 

METRACOM analysis covers whole area; 
is the common analysis area. 

plotted in Fig. 4; one for 850-mb and the other for the surface. In regard to the 

surface winds, the level corresponds to that of the sea surface for ship observations 

and for 500/600 meter data for land station observations. Altogether a total of 358 

cloud vectors were produced. In Fig. 5 the high-cloud vectors are indicated. Although 

an attempt is made to eliminate middle clouds from the analysis it is probable that the 

middle clouds could also have been traced. They total 160 vectors. Superimposed 

are the significant cloud configurations. The wind observations plotted are at the 

200-mb level. 

The wind conditions at the common analysis area at 1500 Z , deduced from the 

1200 Z and 1800 Z observations on 10 September 1974,: indicated 'that, at the lowest 

levels, the area was dominated by weak anticyclonic flow of about 5 knots. At the 

surface, it was influenced by the northwestern sector of the anticyclone and by the 



northeastern portion at 850-mb. At the 200-mb level, the wind flow was northeast 

averaging 37 knots. 
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Fig. 4. Low-cloud velocity vectors, total 358, for 
the period 1430-1530Z, 10 Sept. 1974 computed by MET
RACOM technique. 1500Z or synoptic-time winds are 
plotted for the surface and 850-mb. 

,. 

Table 1 summarizes the ship and land stations from which wind observations at 

various levels at the time indicated are compared with those of the surrounding 

satellite-derived cloud motions. Whenever it was not possible to interpolate the 1500 Z 

winds, either of the synoptic- time observations, except calm, is substituted. From a 

listing of locations and cloud velocities, time averaged at 1500 Z on 10 September 1974, 

produced by McIDAS (Martin, 1974), two charts are prepared using the identical type 

map and scale as that used in METRACOM in the two immediately preceding figures. 
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Figo 5. As in Fig. 4 except for high-clouds, total 
260, computed by METRACOM technique. Superimposed are 
significant cloud configurations. Winds plotted are 
at 200-rnb level. 

Figure 6 shows the low-cloud velocity vectors, which nwnber 140, together 

with the 1500 Z winds at 850-mb and at the surface plotted in appropriate locations. 

There are only 69 vectors tracked by METRACOM in the same area. Similarly, Fig. 7 

shows the upper troposphere cloud velocity vectors with the 200-mb winds included. 

Distinction is made between middle- and high-cloud vectors, each totalling 30 and 51, 

respectively. Correspondingly, there are 69 cloud vectors traced by the METRACOM 

system at this level. 

Comparison of the low-cloud velocity vectors within the common analysis area 

would show discrepancies in cloud motions. These could possibly be due to differences 

in the levels of the low-clouds detected and tracked when the same area is analyzed 

from pictures taken with different ground resolution cameras. The O. 5 nmr pictures 



Table 1. Summary of Reporting Stations and Reference Wind Observations on 10 September 1974. 

Call 
NAME Letter POSITION WIND VELOCITY (ddd/ff) *** 

or 
Station Ocean/Land** 8 5 0 - M 8 2 

Number ON ow 1200Z 1500Z* l800Z 1200Z 1500Z* 1800Z 1200Z 
A. GATE SHIPS 

Charterer GTUC 15.0 35.0 060/11 
Akad. Korolov UHQS 12.0 23 . 5 300/04 215/05 
Priboy EREH 10.5 27.0 230/08 240/09 
Poryv ERES 10.5 20.0 285/10 340/05 
Vanguard MVAN 10 .0 23.5 295/08 295/07 
Gilliss WEWP 9.3 24 . 8 260/07 130/02 
Quadra CGDN 9.0 22.7 280/05 315/09 070/37 
Volna EREB 8.5 30.5 230/08 225/08 
Prof. Vize UPUI 8.5 23.5 280/04 340/06 
Oceanographer WTEP 7.7 22.2 300/02 250/05 
Researcher WTER 7.0 23.5 230/08 320/05 
Okean EREI 6.5 27 . 0 155/08 020/04 
Ernst Krenkel EREU 6.5 20.0 220/08 340/04 
Capricorne FNBG 6.0 14.5 070/37 
Prof . Zubov UMFW 5.0 23.5 155/09 067/08 
Saldanha PXSA 2 . 0 35.0 130/12 055/04 

B. LAND STATIONS 

Nouakchott 442 18.l 15.9 330/30 270/20 
Mindelo 583 16.9 25 .0 040/04 
Sal 594 16.7 22.9 070/08 120/04 315/40 
Saint-Louis 600 16.1 16. 5 060/19 075/18 
Praia 589 14 . 9 23.5 075/04 055/12 055/32 
Dakar 641 14. 7 17.5 070/10 060/13 
Ziguinchor 695 12.6 16.3 320/07 
Bamako/Senou 291 12.5 7.9 

* 
* * 

Interpolated between 1200Z and 1800Z observations . 

••• 
Land station reports are at 500/600 m level data, ship reports are at surface • 
ddd = direction in degrees, ff • speed in knots. 
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Fig. 6. Low-cloud velocity vectors, total 140, 
for the period l445-l515Z, 10 Sept. 1974 computed by 
MclDAS system. lSOOZ or synoptic-time winds are 
plotted for the surface and 850-mb. 
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 except for upper-level clouds. 
total 81, computed by McIDAS system. Middle- and high
clouds are distinguished. Winds plotted are at 200-mb 
level. 

used in McIDAS detect smaller-size cumulus clouds than the 2. 0 nmr images could. 

These smaller-size clouds normally follow the wind near the cloud base and do not have 

much vertical development. On the other hand, the 2. 0 nmr pictures used by METRACOM 

detect the larger low-level clouds. Such clouds normally exhibit considerable vertical 

development and, consequently, these tops are the ones tracked. In effect, motions 

from two low-cloud levels could possibly have been tracked, thus giving rise to dissimi

lar flow patterns in this particular case. 

SOURCES OF ERROR 

An assessment of the sources of error in deriving satellite cloud motion and 

in comparing them with wind observations is appropriate in attempting to draw conclu

sions from the results of the analyses in this report. Errors in picture registration or 

navigation which cause fixed geographic points to wander or drift in the picture sequence 

amounted to a fictitious motion to the southwest at less than 0. 5 meter per second for 

McIDAS (Martin, 197 4). In ME TRAC OM , drifting was determined to the west at 1 meter 

per second. However, this error contribution was corrected in the final computation of 



each cloud vector. Synoptic-time observations for winds at different levels for 1200 Z 

and 1800 Z on 10 September 1974 were taken from the GATE 35mm microfilm set of 

preliminary data, yet unvalidated. It may, therefore , not be representative of all 

measurements. The data were gathered from the "A" series synoptic chart set. More

over, linear interpolation is applied to the magnitude and direction of the winds to 

arrive at the reference time of 1500 Z cloud observation. When this is not possible, 

either 1200 Z or 1800 Z observation, except cahn, is used. Further discrepancy could 

occur due to the change of the flow between the cloud vector location and the actual 

balloon location as it drifts from the observing station. Uncertainties of target cloud 

heights, when compared with some specified levels pose another error. Nonadvective 

cloud motions would introduce complexities. This feature may remain undetected. 

Hubert and Whitney (1971) indicate there is no way of measuring the influence of these 

nonadvective motions. Growth of new cloud elements and the decay of the older clouds 

are factors that introduce improper targets. Furthermore, it should also be considered 

that cloud elements may not actually drift with the wind but that it usually blows through 

the cloud as proposed by Malkus (1958). 

PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES 

It was originally intended to compare the METRACOM and McIDAS methods by 

how they performed independently under similar conditions and circumstances, such 

as identical picture resolutions preferably in the O. 5 nmr visible channel for cloud 

tracking, a common area and the same reference time of analysis. It may be recalled 

here that the McIDAS system utilized the 0. 5 nmr visible pictures. 

When the 0, 5 nmr visible ungridded pictures finally became available from the 

National Climatic Center, a complete set of pictures were subsequently obtained for 

all four of the five days of operation of the SMS-1 in the 15-minute mode. fu evaluating 

the data, it was observed that picture skewness or drift in the scan line alignment 

characterized the series. This is evident by observing with reference to the scan line 

the departure from perpendicularity of the right edge of the picture in Fig. 1. Titis 

drift angle varied erratically and considerably in ahnost all of the pictures examined. 



The extent of the variation of this picture skewness is pres ented in Fig. 8. Time dis tri

bution of the skewness factor; whenever· it could be measured, · for all available O. 5 nmr 

picture is depicted. The ordinate indicates, in degrees, the amount of left (or right) 

skewness if the picture appears tilted or slanted to the left (or right). Interspersed in 

each set are picture images which are not of the O. 5 nrnr s ize. They are classified as 

not available since they cannot be used in the cloud tracking process. Data concerning 

the fifth day, 2 September 1974, is not shown since ahnost all of the available pictures 

are not measurable for skewness. 
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At least three successive pictures should comprise the movie loop for cloud 

tracking in the METRACOM system. Jn this particular case , the three pictures, 

time-centered at 1500 Z on 10 September 1974, showed varying skewness . Finding no 

way to correct it, and inasmuch as the METRACOM technique uses high-quality, 

dimension-controlled pictures as input, it was decided not to proceed with producing 



the movie loop for cloud tracking. It was , therefore, considered inappropriate to 

compare the two methods. No error evaluation for the effects of the irregularity in 

skewness has been attempted. 

Considering that the METRACOM and the McIDAS wind sets had already been 

produced, it was, nevertheless, deemed advisable to proceed with the evaluation of 

the analysis. The results, in effect, would no longer reflect on the techniques employed 

but rather on the effects largely attributable to the combined size-resolution and 

time-interval factors of the pictures used. Henceforth, reference would no longer be 

made to the METRACOM or to the McIDAS technique but rather to the 2. 0 nmr full-disk, 

30-minute-interval picture used by the former or the 0. 5 nmr, 15-minute-interval 

picture image used by the latter, respectively. This evaluation would be particularly 

interesting inasmuch as the 2. 0 nmr visible pictures, heretofore, have been commonly 

used in the analysis of satellite-derived winds from the earlier geostationary space

craft, particularly the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) series. It is obvious 

that precision is limited to the resolution of the system. However, it would be useful 

to find out to what extent. This could, perhaps, be one of the first attempts towards 

that comparison. It should be, however , emphasized that this is just one test case 

and that two different techniques are employed, although inherent errors therefrom 

are both within tolerable limits. The effects of the other sources of error have not 

been isolated inasmuch as they are believed to be of much lesser magnitude and/ or 

contributing towards to the same direction for both analyses. 

It was decided to compare the satellite-derived high-cloud motions within a 

circle of 2 degree-latitude radius of observing Stations with wind reports for the upper 

troposphere and the low-cloud motions within 1. 5 degrees for the lower troposphere. 

Comparison areas have been varied under different circumstances as can be noted in 

similar studies of satellite-derived cloud motion by Serebreny et al, (1969) and 

Poteat (1973), among others. The need for sufficient data samples and the consequence 

resulting from the close proximity of the reference-observing stations in the GATE 

A/ B-scale area were the factors influencing the different sizes of the comparison 

domain. Such consequence occurs when the same cloud vector becomes eligible to be 



compared with more than one reference station. Under such circumstances, complexity 

may arise if sharp circulation changes exist within a comparatively small region. This 

is especially evident in the lower cloud level. 

Resultant cloud-motion vectors and cumulative percentage frequency distribu

tions (cpfd's) are produced. Since more meaningful interpretation of meteorological 

analysis, in certain instances, result from separate evaluations of wind direction and 

speed rather than from vector differences , these cpfd's are constructed using absolute 

differences in cloud direction and speed. The quantitative aspects of the cumulative 

frequency charts are not discussed since varying synoptic patterns may give different 

values. Rather, these charts are compared only relatively with each other. Whereas, 

uncertainties in direction difference occur with cahn winds, only observed winds greater 

than 2 knots are compared with surrounding cloud vectors. Cloud velocities and wind 

data are compared at different levels. 

RESULTS 

Shown in Table 2 are two lis tings of the resultant cloud vectors within designated 

radii of a wind-reporting station, one for the upper-level and the other for the lower

level cloud for the period centered at 1500 Z on 10 September 1974. The number of 

sample points within the area of each wind-reporting station is indicated. Interpolated 

1500 Z wind data, or the nearest synoptic-time observation, are likewise shown for 

200-mb, 850-mb and ocean surfaces. 

a) Upper-level Cloud Motion 

Figure 9 is a pictorial presentation of the data listed in the upper portion of 

Table 2. This provides the comparison of the two sets of upper-level cloud motion with 

the 200-mb winds within the common analysis area, The eas terly wind flow pattern is 

homogeneous. The mean cloud speed is 25 knots and the mean absolute error in direc

tion for the 2. 0 runr cloud velocity analysis is 18 degrees. For the 0, 5 runr analysis it 

is 28 knots and 16 degrees , respectively. 



Table 2. Summary of Resultant Cloud Vectors and Wind Observations at Various 
Levels on 10 September 1974. 

a) Cloud vectors within 2-degrees latitude of wind observation . 

1500Z Wind UPPER-LEVEL CLOUD VELOCITY 
LOCATION 200-MB 2.0 nmr Image 0. 5 nmr Image 

•N ow Dir (•) Spd(Kt) 
No. inl I 
Sample Dir(•) Spd(Kt) 

No. in l I 
Sample Dir(•) Spd (Kt) 

12. 0 23.5 077 32 6 084 24 5 066 30 
10.5 27.0 080 42 5 080 25 8 063 38 
10.5 20.0 085 28 5 066 27 7 092 33 
10 .0 23.5 087 38 9 080 23 9 080 31 
9.3 24.8 080 41 6 079 20 2 064 30 
9.0 22.7 *070 *37 8 059 25 6 096 34 
8.5 23.5 077 40 7 062 24 7 097 31 
7.7 22.2 075 35 9 060 25 6 099 31 
7 .0 23.5 080 31 10 060 25 13 097 18 
6.5 27.0 082 39 6 070 27 11 087 22 
6.5 20 . 0 077 40 9 050 26 3 044 21 
5.0 23.5 085 41 9 048 24 16 080 26 

TOTAL 89 92 

b) Cloud vectors within 1 .5- degrees latitude of wind observation. 

1 5 0 0 z w i n d LOWER-LEVEL CLOUD VELOCITY 
LOCATION 850-MB Ocean Surface 2 . 0 nmr Image 0 . 5 nmr Image 

ON ow Dir(0 ) Spd(Kt) Dir(•) Spd(Kt) No . i~I I 
Sample Dir(•) Spd(Kt) 

No. inl I 
Sample Dir(•) Spd(Kt) 

12.0 23.5 215 05 300 04 
10. 5 27.0 240 09 *230 * 08 
10. 5 20.0 340 05 285 10 
10.0 23.5 295 07 295 08 

9.3 24.8 130 02 260 07 
9.0 22.7 *315 * 09 280 05 
8 . 5 23.5 340 06 280 04 
7.7 22.2 250 05 *300 *02 
7.0 23.5 320 05 **230 **08 
6 . 5 27.0 *020 *04 155 08 
6. 5 20.0 340 04 220 08 
5 .0 23.5 067 08 155 09 

TOTAL 
nmr = nautical mile resolution 
* 1200Z observation 
** l800Z observation 
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It appears, thus, that the upper- level analyses are reasonably consistent with 

each other, regardless of ground resolution and time-interval factors concerned. Both 

show very nearly the same degree of error distribution in direction and are within 3 

knots difference in speed, in the mean. The 2. 0 mnr cloud vector computation shows 

slower speed. Further, it indicates that wind speeds at this level, in most all cases, 

are stronger than the cloud speeds. This was also observed in the southern hemisphere 

by Salomonson (1975 ). Figure 10 depicts the cpfd of the absolute difference in direction 

and speed of the computed high-cloud motion within 2 degrees latitude radius of the 

1500 Z winds at 200-mb for both O. 5 and 2. 0 nmr analyses. This illustrates that 

direction differences up to the upper quartile range are almost identical for both cases. 

And since the former has stronger winds on the average, the speed difference curves 

are reflected as such. N is the total number in the sample data. 
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Fig. 10. Cumulati ve percentage frequency diatributiona of absolute 
differences i n d i rection and speed f o r high-cloud motions within 2-
degrees radius of 200-mb winds at lSOOZ, 10 Sept. 1974 from 0 .5 and 2. 0 
nmr cloud analyse s over the common are a. N is the sample size. 

b) Lower-level cloud motion 

The resultant cloud motion vectors plotted with the 850-mb winds at 1500 Z 

appear in Fig. 11. A general anticyclonic flow is depicted by each set of vectors. The 

2. 0 nmr cloud velocities indicate curvature of longer radius than the others. It also 

shows relatively stronger winds. Figure 12 compares the cpfd's when referred to the 
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850-mb winds. It appears that the O. 5 runr cloud velocities show less error in both 

direction and speed than that of the 2. 0 runr cloud analysis. 
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When the same resultant cloud vectors are plotted with the surface winds at 

1500 Z, the flow field is visualized in Fig. 13. Anticyclonic flow is still evident in 

both analyses. Again the 2. 0 runr cloud velocities describe a wider arc and relatively 
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stronger winds than the others. A weak but closed anticyclonic circulation can fit the 

flow pattern of the O. 5 nmr cloud analysis and the surface winds. Fig. 14 shows the 

better representation by the O. 5 nmr cloud analysis to approximate the surface wind 

flow than the 2. 0 nmr cloud vectors. In reviewing the cpfd's in Figs. 12 and 14, it 

can be noted the larger range of discrepancies in wind direction and smaller range in 
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wind speed for the lower-level cloud comparisons. These are due to variable wind 

direction and weak wind speed. There are more sample points in the O. 5 nmr cloud 

analysis than in the 2. 0 nmr mode. 

It now may become interesting to find out at what level, whether at the surface 

or at 850-mb, the O. 5 nmr cloud velocities make a better fit with the wind flow. 

Referring to Fig. 15, where the cpfd's of the O. 5 nmr low clouds are displayed with 

the 850-mb and the surface winds, it appears that the cloud tracers better fit the surface 

wind flow. 
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Fig. 15. Cumulative percentage frequency distributions of absolute 
differ ences in direction and speed for low- cloud motion vs. surface 
winds and a l so vs. 850- mb winds at 1500Z, 10 Sept . 1974 from 0.5 nmr , 
15-minute interval pictures_ 

Insofar as the 2. 0 nmr cloud vectors are concerned, the comparison of the 

cpfd's in Fig. 16 tends to show better approximation of wind flow at or near the 850-mb 

level than at the surface. The results shown in Fig. 17, which is similar to the preceding 

figure except that more sample points are traced from the larger analysis area. 

better evidence (see area A in Fig. 2 and also Fig. 4). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Computations of cloud-motion vectors over the area of the GATE A/ B-scale 

ship network for 10 September 1974 centered at 1500 Z were performed independently 
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by the University of Wisconsin using its McIDAS scheme and by the University of 

Chicago through its METRACOM technique. It was intended to assess the results of 

these techniques using picture images with identical image subpoint resolution and 

time-interval frequency. However , McIDAS utilized the O. 5 nmr, 15-minute interval 

film images with processing done on original digitized data, while METRACOM used 



the 2. 0 nmr full-disk, 30-minute interval pictures only available then. When the 

o. 5 nmr series were obtained, it was observed that skewness of irregular magnitudes 

characterized the sets. Finding no way to correct it, and inasmuch as the METRACOM 

technique uses high-quality, dimension-controlled pictures as input, it was considered 

inappropriate to compare the two methods. 

Consequently, comparison is now aimed at assessing the results of the analyses 

when different characteristics of size-resolution and time-interval frequency of the 

pictures are simultaneously involved. This attempt could be particularly interesting 

inasmuch as the 2. 0 nmr full-disk, 30-minute interval visible pictures, heretofore, 

have been commonly used in the analysis of satellite-derived winds from the earlier 

geostationary spacecraft,_ particularly the .ATS-serie$. 

The results are swnmarized as follows : 

a) The upper-level cloud motions derived from both analyses closely agree in 

direction with the 200-mb level winds. The computed cloud speeds are both slower 

than the wind observations. The 2. 0 nmr mode pictures showed slower cloud speeds 

than the O. 5 nmr mode by about 3 knots on the average. 

b) The lower-level cloud motions derived from the O. 5 nmr film images closely 

approximate the surface wind flow. Cloud motions derived from the 2. 0 nmr pictures 

tend to depict the wind pattern at the 850-mb level better than the surface winds. This 

level also conforms with that suggested by Izawa and Fujita (1969) from analysis of 

pictures obtained by ESSA and ATS. No comparison is available with other wind levels 

in between this layer. The different levels which fit the low-cloud motions from 

analysis of the O. 5 and 2. 0 nmr mode pictures could possibly be due to the different 

levels of the low-clouds detected and tracked from pictures taken with different ground 

resolution cameras. The O. 5 nmr pictures detect smaller-size cumulus clouds than 

the 2. 0 nmr images could. These smaller-size clouds normally follow the wind near 

the cloud base and do not have much vertical development. On the other hand, the 

2. 0 nmr pictures detect the larger low-level clouds. Such clouds normally exhibit 

considerable vertical development and, consequently, thes e tops are the ones tracked. 

Cloud speeds computed from 2. 0 nmr pictures are a trifle faster than the wind observa-



tions and the 0. 5 nmr mode analysis. The quantitative aspects of the low-cloud evalua

tion are not presented in this report; varying synoptic conditions may give different 

values. 

c) Between utilizing picture images in the O. 5 and 2. 0 nmr modes, it is found that 

the former provides better fit with the wind data at lower levels, both at the surface 

and at 850-mb. 

d) Under the synoptic conditions prevailing in the lower troposphere at that time, 

i.e. , the prevalence of small fair weather trade cumuliform clouds, the O. 5 nmr, 

15-minute interval pictures, indeed, provided more data points and better-quality , 

easier-recognized tracer cloud images than the 2. 0 nmr full-disk, 30-minute interval 

pictures in the same area zoomed in. 

It is suggested that additional studies be conducted under other synoptic situa

tions for further comparison. 
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